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hope james. this small town meets small time
gunrunner who comes to town to deliver the goods.

but when several of his gang are killed by the cops, he
takes out his revenge on the entire town of groski.

hope is about to marry her boyfriend glenn played by
grant show, but after a half a year of marriage, he
leaves her and takes off with some money from his
drug dealing. on the hunt to find her, things take an
unexpected twist which causes four more of glenn's
friends to die. unknowingly, glenn is on the trail of a
serial killer and the mystery deepens as hope goes

looking for her husband.. if you're a hard-hitting news
producer, there's some great news for you: the best

news sources are those that can adapt to the internet
without sacrificing their well-written and informative
nature. thanks to the spam-filtering abilities of the

internet, over-the-air tv news sources have switched
from being "over-the-air" to being "online," meaning

they're now run exclusively by the free software of the
world and fed exclusively by the national news
network. lately, we've found a lot of especially

interesting news sources through a special news
service called netalert. after you've registered at

netalert, you can customize your source list to feature
offshore news sites that provide interesting news to

news buffs. most of these sites are written in the free
programming language perl, which is not limited to
just news sources (it can also be used to code the

custom-built tools that news sites use to work). we're
sure that you're going to be hooked. visit netalert.com
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to see for yourself! you'll need to go to the home page
and register first, but at least you don't have to spend

any money!
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